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07 Series Fridge Controller Guide
This is the power button on the controller.

This button is to turn the light on. The interior light will stay on for two minutes or until you operate the button
again to turn it off.

This is the key lock button and when it is lit up all other buttons other than the power button are inoperable.

This display shows the temperature. This reading is showing 5°.

This button is to check the low temperature. Press the button to display the lowest recorded temperature since
the controller was last reset. This low temperature is reading -2°

This button is to check the high temperature. Press the button to display the highest recorded temperature since
the controller was last reset. This high temperature is reading 5°

To reset the recorded high and low temperatures in memory, press and hold either of the temperature buttons
and then press and hold the other temperature button simultaneously for 3 seconds until you hear a 2nd beep.

To reset the recorded high and low temperatures in memory, press and hold either of the temperature buttons
and then press and hold the other temperature button simultaneously for 3 seconds until you hear a 2nd beep.

When the display reads “dr” it means that the door is open. The controller will start beeping if the door is open
for one minute or longer and will stop when the door is closed or the door switch is depressed.

When the display reads “HI” and the light comes on this means the high alarm is on. The audible alarm will sound
for approximately 3 minutes when an alarm condition is breached, the display will continue to show the alarm
condition and the aux lamp will stay lit until a button on the controller is depressed.

If the high alarm is going off it may be from the door being open or a power cut if one has occurred. If it starts
beeping again after you have turned the alarm off, please get in contact with us.
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If you would like any further clarification on any of these matters please get in touch with us.
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